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A total of 153 questions were recorded at the Research Help Desk during the Summer 2018 term. 
For comparison, questions recorded at the RHD in previous summer terms are as follows: 
  
 Summer 2015: 186 
 Summer 2016: 48 
 Summer 2017: 51 
  
Librarians were on call during Summer 2018, though new procedures were implemented that 
required librarians to check in with circulation student assistants at the beginning of each shift, 
provide either their office extension or cell phone number on a designated card by the circulation 
phone, and staff LibChat throughout their shifts. Student assistants were encouraged to call 
librarians whenever needed, even if just to staff the desk while they took headcounts, retrieved 
items from the picklist, or performed other duties as needed. However, library staff working evening 
shifts largely remained stationed at the Research Help Desk.  
 
The notable increase in question volume, as compared to 2016 and 2017, may largely be explained 
by students and parents who visited the library during eight sessions of New Student Orientation 
throughout the summer term. Following an informational session in Kresge Auditorium, librarians 
encouraged attendees to tour the library and ask questions. Librarians and library staff would 
frequently remain at the Research Help Desk to assist in fielding these questions. Similarly, students 
and parents returned to the library later in the afternoon to visit the IT Help Desk and IT Training 
Center, as well as use the information literacy classrooms for testing and advising, creating further 
opportunities for engagement at the library service desk.  
 
Another likely contributing factor to the increase in volume was the Library Assistant’s presence at 
the Research Help Desk throughout evening shifts and on Fridays. In Summer 2017, the Library 
Assistant was often on the second floor leading the large-scale shelf-shifting project.  As the Library 
Assistant recorded the majority of questions during Summer 2018 (95, 62.09%), this was likely a 
significant factor in the increased volume of questions fielded at the Research Help Desk.  
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Usage in August (24, 15.69%) is notable, as these statistics only represent eight days that the 
library was actually open between August 1 and 10.  
 

 
 
Daily distributions largely align with expected outcomes, particularly as five of the eight New 
Student Orientation sessions occurred on Fridays (44, 28.76%). Crucially, the Library Assistant 
frequently spent the majority of her shift stationed at the Research Help Desk on Fridays rather than 
being on call at another location. The sole question recorded on Saturday (1, 0.65%) also 
corresponds with a New Student Orientation session.  
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The peak usage in the 11:00am hour (22, 14.38%) and 4pm (34, 22.22%) align with the times when 
New Student Orientation attendees were most likely to be in the library. They also align with the 
beginning of Research Help Desk shifts, when both librarians and library staff were most likely to be 
present at the desk for walk-up questions. 
 

 
 

The distribution of questions charted by both day and hour further reinforces the impact of New 
Student Orientations on the questions fielded at the Research Help Desk, as they most frequently 
occurred on Wednesdays and Fridays.   
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The proportion of users served at the Research Help Desk was drastically affected by New Student 
Orientations, as students only barely constituted the majority of users (81, 53.94%) while users 
coded as other made up a significant portion of users served (54, 35.29%). Although Summer 2017 
also saw a higher than average number of other users (23.53%), data from Summer 2018 remains 
notable.  

 

 
 

The distribution of questions by topic is worthy of further analysis. Specific Search and Research 
questions combined constituted 23.53% (39) of all questions recorded. Despite differences in 
overall numbers, the proportion is remarkably similar to our past two semesters of data: 
 Spring 2018: 23.14% (112) 
 Fall 2017: 23.23% (171) 
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This is particularly interesting, as librarians were stationed at the Research Help Desk throughout 
the spring and fall semesters, while they were on call for Summer 2018.  
 
However, it is worth noting that we only recorded 3 Research questions (1.96%) compared to Fall 
2017 (58, 7.88%) and Spring 2018 (38, 7.85%). Therefore, even when the combined figures are 
remarkably similar, the number of Research questions asked and answered during the Summer 
2018 term was actually much lower in comparison to the regular academic semesters. 
 
It is also notable that the number of Circulation questions (51, 33.33%) increased dramatically from 
Summer 2017 (2, 3.92%). A couple of potential factors include the increased presence of the Library 
Assistant who is trained to provide circulation support to the student assistants staffing the 
circulation desk, as well as the fact that the Information Services Librarian and Archivist, who also 
has comparatively greater familiarity with circulation procedures, often worked two shifts per week.  
 
To determine the extent to which librarians serving on call at the Research Help Desk affected the 
service provided to users, it is helpful to compare their data to the questions recorded by the Library 
Assistant, who most frequently remained stationed at the desk. Of her 95 questions recorded, only 
15.79% (15) were coded as either Specific Search (14, 14.74%) or Research (1, 1.05%). This is lower 
than the average across all RHD questions for Summer 2018.  
 
While the Part-Time Reference Librarian recorded a much larger proportion of Specific Search 
questions (44.44%) than either the group as a whole or the Library Assistant, that only accounted 
for eight (8) total questions. Further, the Part-Time Reference Librarian did not record any Research 
questions. This is notable as the Part-Time Reference Librarian remained stationed at the Research 
Help Desk, though he only worked two evening shifts per week, compared to the Library Assistant 
who also worked one daytime shift.  

 
These data points, combined with the consistent percentage of combined Specific Search and 
Research questions across regular academic terms and Summer 2018, indicate that the on call 
model was able to deliver acceptable results for providing reference services to our users.  
 

 
 

For contextual information on user data, please see the Research Help Desk schedule: 
iuk.libguides.com/rhd/schedule  


